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this month marks the 75th anniversary of a trailblazing 
aviation innovation: the flying boat. David Levell reflects on 

a time when a flight to the uK cost more than the average 
annual salary and featured midair golf and fishing.

SAILING
PLANE

From left above: Rose Bay style, c1938; Qantas Empire 
Airways certificate awarded to passenger who “crossed 
the line” (equator) on Cooee in August 1939; midair 
putting practice, 1938; Empire flying boat Coolangatta 
moored at Rose Bay, 1939 (opposite page) 

EVENtY fiVE years ago this month, australian aviation entered its first truly glamorous phase when 
Qantas revamped the three-year-old uK-australia route with a thrice-weekly flying boat schedule. the 
biggest, fastest and most comfortable passenger planes of the day, they revolutionised air travel, turning 
adventure into luxurious adventure. they were everything that was futuristic, sophisticated and  
desirable about flying in the 1930s. Yet in a few short years, their stately reign was over.

the first all-metal (light alloy) planes Qantas had, Empire s23 C-Class flying boats epitomised bigger 
and better. they were four times heavier than the DH86 biplanes they superseded on the overseas route, 
with almost twice the wingspan. short Brothers of Hythe (uK) built six for Qantas, named for australian 
coastal localities – Carpentaria (Nt), Coolangatta (Qld), Coogee (NsW), Corio (Vic), Coorong (sa) and 
Cooee (tas). Passenger capacity was 15 to 24, depending on cargo, a big improvement on the DH86’s 
maximum of 10. Being watercraft, little new infrastructure was needed despite their size – runways would 
have required extensive upgrading to handle such heavyweights, but all that a flying boat really needed 
was a suitable mooring facility. 

after an extensive survey to find the best terminus location, sydney won out, with rose Bay becoming 
the city’s first international airport. the first flying boat in town, imperial airways’ Centaurus, attracted 
some 50,000 spectators when it arrived on a survey flight on Christmas Eve, 1937. By mid-1938, the rose 
Bay base was ready and Qantas shifted headquarters from Brisbane. the new era was about to begin.

Crowds gathered at rose Bay on July 5, 1938, to see Cooee take off at 7.10am, bound for southampton 
with a full complement of passengers. it was the first of several “running-in” flights before the service’s 
official launch on august 4, and the beginning of the thrice-weekly schedule on august 9. Qantas crews 
flew to and from singapore only, with imperial airways (uK) piloting the route’s western half. the  
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flying boats went the full distance, however, so the two 
airlines constantly flew each other’s planes.

flying boats not only slashed three days off the travel 
time to England – down to nine-and-a-half days – they 
zoomed to unprecedented heights of luxury. a flying boat 
“might more aptly be described as a flying hotel”, the 
Sydney Morning Herald enthused. forget those noisy, 
cramped, bumpy biplanes – so 1935. all aboard for the brave new 
world of relaxing in spacious, air-conditioned cabins with adjustable 
lounge chairs and coffee tables! leave your seat – you couldn’t do 
that before – and stroll to the observation deck to marvel at the vistas 
below. ask the steward (another new feature) for a drink – and yes, 
you can actually speak without having to shout above the engines. 

Midair mini-golf was a popular inflight diversion and fishing lines 
were supplied when in port. Beds were stowed for sleepy passengers, 
although all flying was in daylight. lavish catering included full 
roasts, oysters, cheeses and a pay bar. akin to luxury rail or ocean 
travel, the experience was well summed up by the slogan “shipboard 
comfort, airways speed”. the full 20,680km trip was a leisurely 
globetrotting tour taking in 36 stops, nine overnight in elegant hotels 
(townsville, Darwin, surabaya, singapore, Bangkok, Calcutta, Kara-
chi, Basra and athens). there was only one class, first, and a ticket 
to southampton cost about £200, close to the average annual salary.

for most people, however, the true benefit lay in airmail. Carrying 
capacity was vastly increased, and the axing of an existing air  
surcharge saw postage costs plummet by more than two-thirds – 
from 1/6d per half-ounce to five pence. the first thrice-weekly service 
had so much mail that it could take only five passengers, and a fourth 
flight was added that first week. 

unfortunately, with war looming, the flying boats’ triumph was 
destined to be brief. With WWii declared just 14 months into the 
service, Corio and Coorong were requisitioned, and the airmail 

reduced to twice-weekly. in June 1940, italy’s entry to the 
war cut off the uK-Egypt sector. releasing Coolangatta 
and Coogee to the raaf, Qantas put Carpentaria and 
Cooee on an arduous alternative route – sydney to  
Durban via singapore and Cairo. flown to south africa, 
the mail could then proceed by sea to the uK. the aircrew 
switch was modified, with Qantas now piloting all the 

way to Karachi. Called the “horseshoe route” (from its shape on a 
map), this solution lasted until singapore fell to Japan in february 
1942, severing the uK air link altogether. Both Qantas flying boats 
were then in africa, so a swap was arranged with imperial for its 
Coriolanus and Camilla s23s, similarly stuck in australia.

Every available aircraft now joined the war effort. Qantas sent 
Coriolanus and Camilla to New guinea to provide supply, transport 
and evacuation flights as the Pacific conflict entered its darkest 
hours. When Japan finally surrendered, Coriolanus was among the 
first civil aircraft to reach a liberated singapore. 

the “grand old lady”, as Qantas staff dubbed her, had logged  
a record 2.5 million air miles, but was already yesterday’s hero. Newer 
us-built Catalina flying boats had reopened a wartime uK air route 
via the indian ocean in July 1943, and by the end of 1947, newfangled 
lockheed Constellations were flying from sydney to london via 
singapore in just four days. Coriolanus ended her days on shorter 
Pacific routes, servicing fiji and New Caledonia. 

in January 1948, ruled too costly to overhaul, the metal giant was 
towed ashore at rose Bay and put up for sale. one idea was to convert 
it into a “roadside cafe or tea-room” – which would have forever put 
sydney’s iconic Harry’s Café de Wheels in the shade. But a scrap 
merchant prevailed, and in May 1948, the last of the Empire s23s 
was broken up. although none of the 31 aircraft built survives today, 
their ghosts may be found on Youtube, elegantly airborne in film 
clips that forever vouchsafe an inkling of their power and charm. c

From left: 
Australian troops 
disembark from 

Coriolanus in 1945; 
sign of the times at 
Rose Bay Airport; 

Cooee above 
Brisbane in 1939
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